
prompting Lexus proponents
to grouch that this was a test
between apples and oranges.
But we had to work with the
vehicles provided.

The interior is tasteful and user-
friendly, although some didn’t like the
multi-use screen of the nav system (much
like the Q45’s, but without voice com-
mand). It seemed overengineered and
complicated when employed for a simple
function such as using the radio.

Others groused about the styling (“con-

fused” and “dump the spoiler”), although
at the very least it doesn’t emulate the
dreary cookie-cutter shapes of most other
sedans from the Far East.

Styling debates to the contrary, the
GS430 is a first-class effort. We only wish
we’d had a shot at one with the optimal
tires and wheels.

Second Place
Audi A6 4.2 Quattro

Can this be the same German auto-
maker that gave us the Fox and the 5000?
The question nags: Could the boys from
Ingolstadt build a loser now even if they
wanted to? The entire lineup, from the A4

to the all-aluminum A8, is first-
class, in both design and fabrica-
tion, and our A6 was no exception.
Modestly optioned with a $1750
Sport package (sport suspension,
17-inch alloy wheels with
255/40ZR Pirelli P6000s, and sport
seats), a $550 six-disc CD changer,
and a couple other packages that
are no longer available, our 2000
model A6 4.2 Quattro stickered at
$53,860, which prices it in the
lower half of the group. (A simi-
larly equipped 2001 would go for
$54,380.)

What comes standard is the
good stuff: a 300-hp, 4.2-liter, 40-
valve DOHC V-8 coupled to Audi’s
superb full-time four-wheel-drive
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Spence warns kangaroo court:
“Yates will never be taken alive!”

Audi A6 4.2
Quattro

Highs: Poise, power, and
personality.

Lows: Linebacker’s weight
packed in a sprinter’s
body.

The Verdict: The four
“Fs”—fast, four-door, 
four-wheel drive, finesse.

2

with 2 passengers with 3 passengers

comfort space comfort space

AUDI 9 9 7 7
A6 4.2 QUATTRO

BMW 8 8 7 5
540i

CADILLAC 9 10 8 9
DTS

INFINITI 10 10 9 10
Q45

JAGUAR 6 6 5 4
S-TYPE 4.0

LEXUS 9 9 7 6
GS430

MERCEDES- 7 9 6 7
BENZ E430

Subjective ratings in both categories were assigned by three editors 
on a 1-to-10 scale (10 being best).
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